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Abstract

The bosonic internal co-ordinates of the Einstein-Hilbert drop is complexified to include U(l)
gauge interaction. The equations of motion of the gauge fields are Maxwell equations. The EOM
of the internal co-ordinates are elliptic under matter domination and hyperbolic under vacuum
domination. These equations take on the familiar form of the wave equation of the interacting
massless scalar field in any world spacetime that has the sum of its energy-momentum and
Einstein tensors proportional to the induced metric. The reparametrization invariance of the
worldtime can be used to identify it with the internal time. This results in a gauge condition
that relates time to the curvature, gauge potential and energy-momentum. In gaussian normal
co-ordinates of a constant curvature worldspace with real time, this condition translates into
vanishing pressure, allowing a solution for the time dependence of the time-component of the
vector potential. This potential has a simple pole at the origin of the complex time-plane,
and another at a point on the imaginary axis. The singularity at the origin occurs only in
the imaginary part of the potential. This potential in turn makes it possible to solve for the
time dependence of the internal co-ordinates. Real internal co-ordinates have to be linear in
worldtime. The complex internal co-ordinate also has two simple poles: one is at the same point
on the imaginary axis as the potential; the other at infinity occurs only in the imaginary part.
The origin turns out to be a regular point.
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1 Introduction

The study of extended objects has steadily increased after the Nambu-Goto (NG) string action[l]

was generalized to higher dimension[2]. The author has been contending that the next step

in the generalization of the action of extended objects should be the Einstein-Hilbert (EH)

worldspace action[3]. In this scheme, the NG type action appears as the constant curvature case,

or can be included as a cosmological term that constrains the extremization of worldcurvature

to extremized worldvolume. The equation of motion derived from this action reduces to that

from the NG action in worldspace where the sum of energy-momentum and Einstein tensors are

proportional to the metric tensor. A number of different cases were further investigated by the

author[4, 5]. In a recent work, the dynamics of the Robertson-Walker drop was discussed, and

it was also shown that the internal co-ordinates can be complexified to introduce interaction

amongst the internal co-ordinates of the EH drop; further, a supersymmetrized version of the

EH action was also written [6].

The complexified n + 1 internal co-ordinates of the EH drop, Xa, 0 < a < n, are functions of

the p + 1 world co-ordinates £a, 0 < a < p < n. The induced worldmetric tensor takes the form

9*fi = \ [(daX
a - iqAaX

a)* (dpXa - iqApXa) + (a «-» /?)]. (1)

One world co-ordinate £° = r, and at least one internal co-ordinate X° = t are timelike. Eq.

(1) includes the (p + l)-vector gauge potential Aa which may be complex; they are minimally

coupled to the internal co-ordinates as in electrodynamics. Now, gap is easily seen to be invariant

under the £/(l) gauge transformations

X -» X' = e**+X,

Aa^A'a = Aa + da<f> (2)

as dQX' — iqA'QX' = eiq^[daX—iqAaX], whence the phase factor cancels out on multiplying with

the conjugate. So quantities like g = —det [gap], the curvature scalar R or the Einstein tensor

G°^that are calculated from gap will all be invariant under the gauge transformation Eq. (2).

Hence, the action

K = ~Lj^tVgR- PV Jd?+1ty/g-\J dr+Hy/gKpF* + iM, (3)

consisting of the EH part, the NG part, the action due to the field strengths

Fafi = daAf} - dp A*, (4)

and the matter action IM , is also invariant under transformation Eq. (2), as long as IM is invari-

ant. By definition[7], variation of K with respect to gap results in the total energy-momentum

of the system
p l p Tafi, (5)



where TaP is the energy-momentum of matter, vacuum (cosmological constant) and that due to

the field strengths, viz., T%P =\ [F^F^ + (a <—> /?)] - \ga^F*'u'Flu,. HaP can be considered

to be a measure of deviations from general relativity, and H00 can be taken to be the hamiltonian

of the system. Demanding the stationarity of K under variations of the internal co-ordinates

X*, leads us to the EOM,

- iqA0) Xa] = 0. (6)

X* obviously obeys the conjugate of Eq. (6). Similarly, requiring stationary K under variations

of A*a gives us the inhomogeneous Maxwell equations,

where j a = iqX* (daX
a — iqAQXa). The homogeneous Maxwell equations

+ dyFap = 0, (8)

are found to be automatically satisfied from the definition of the field strengths, Eq. (4). Again,

F* obey the conjugates of Eqs. (7) and (8). Whenever the gauge potentials are real, Eq. (7)

can be added to its conjugate to get the Maxwell equations with the current of Ref. [6].

The coupling of j a with U°^that contains the field strengths themselves through Tp , makes

Eq. (7) non-linear. For real Aa and Ha/3 oc gaP, the Eqs. (6), (7) and (8) reduce to the familiar

ones for the electrodynamics of massless charged scalar field X. A trivial solution of Eq. (6),

= 0, is just general relativity, in which case Eq. (7) becomes source-free.

2 The Interacting Drop

As a first step in our attempt to solve Eq. (6), let us expand it as

- 2iqHa'3AadfiXa - - ^ (day/gH^Ap) Xa ~ q2AaApH
a^Xa = 0. (9)

This EOM is either hyperbolic or elliptic, depending on the relative sign of H00 and H". Under

vacuum domination, the two signs are different, and Eq. (9) assumes the hyperbolic form for a

p-dimensional wave; under matter domination with the two signs the same, the EOM is elliptic,

representing a (p + l)-dimensional potential. Thus the internal co-ordinates propagate as p-

dimensional wave under vacuum domination, and set themselves up asp+l-dimensionaJ potential

under matter domination.

By construction, Ha@ is divergenceless, so that its conservation law reads as -j=dQ (^/gHaP) =

-T^sH
aS. Identifying the internal and world times as * = X° = £° = r, Eq. (9) for X° = t

becomes a co-ordinate condition



dQ (JgH0) - 2iqHa0Aa - ^ {d^H^Ap) t - <?AaA&H<*H = 0, (10)

which relates time to Ha@ and Aa. Consequently, Eq. (10) becomes a gauge condition that has

to be imposed for the identification of internal and world times. In this gauge, Eq. (9) takes the

form

- ^ (j-dQ {y/gHa0) - 2iqHa0Aa} X = 0. (11)

Eq. (11) still looks formidable. It has to be solved simultaneously with the Maxwell equations

Eq. (7) and (8). As a simple application, let us take up a worldspace of constant positive

curvature C with GaP = —P<J>+ ),CgaP = —Kpcga^- As the constant curvature just mimics the

vacuum energy, the two may be combined together in pc- Including the energy-momentum of

a perfect fluid in its co-moving frame allows us to write HaP = I n p *j )> w n e r e the total

energy density is p = pM + PC and the total pressure is P = PM — pc- Here, the distinction

between matter and vacuum domination can be clarified; PM < pc is vacuum domination, and

PM > PC is matter domination. The co-moving frame described by the gaussian normal co-

ordinates^] with gap = ( ) is characterized by Too = 0 and T^g^ = f^-- Then the
V u 9ij ) J V9

energy conservation law is do (,/gp) = —Pdoy/g, while the gauge condition Eq. (10) becomes

2iqA° + lj (J± (v5M°) " V • Pfj t - q* ( V ) 2 + £ | t Q t = 0. (12)

As a primer, we may look into the case that t is real (uncharged) with q = 0. Then Eq. (12)

requires y/gp to be independent of r, which can be interpreted to mean that either P = 0 or g

is independent of time. Considering P = 0, the gauge condition Eq. (12) simplifies to

td0A° + 2A0 + iqt (A0) 2 = 0. (13)

The solution of Eq. (13) is easily found to be

A0 = i

q2
+• lq

where A ( £ ) is an integration factor, and £ are the spatial p-dimensional world co-ordinates.



It is clear that the potentials also have to be complex to satisfy the gauge condition. A0 has

two simple poles on the complex r-plane: one is at r = iq/A ( £ j , while the other at r = 0

occurs only in the imaginary part of the potential. ReA° is well behaved at r = 0, where it

attains its maximum value of A I £ J /g2and then decays off to 0 with increasing r. r —> oo

is a regular point where A0 —» 2 l_». + iq/—\ • For large r, we can make contact with the

Coulomb potential by writing I/A (£) = kq/£, where k is some constant. Then the imaginary

part will have fallen off much faster, and .A0 —> ^ . If we identify r with the evolutionary

timescale of the EH drop, then kq/r2 can be considered to be the magnitude of the fundamental

charge at the epoch r. This provides another argument for the time dependence of what we call

the charge. The behaviour of the real and imaginary parts of A0 are displayed in Fig. 1.

Now, the EOMs for other internal co-ordinates X that may be complex reduce to

2iqA°d0X - ^A°X = 0. (15)
T

Hence, every real internal co-ordinate with q = 0 has the simple time dependence X (r) =

C\ + C2T, where the C's are functions of £ .

For non-zero q, Eq. (15) has the general solution

X ( r , £ ) = V V J , _ ^ JJ; (16)
A^j

here, f\ ( £ J and fi ( £ J are arbitrary functions of the spatial world co-ordinates and arise as

integration factors when Eq. (15) is integrated only with respect to r. X has a simple pole at

r —> 00 where X —• —7=F\T, and another at the same point on the imaginary axis where A0 is

singular, i.e., at r = iq/A f ^ J ; r = 0 i s a regular point, where X = 0. As may be noted, the

pole at r = 00 occurs only in the imaginary part of the second solution with fa ( £ J ^ 0. The

real part of the solution for X plateaus off to %f^\ • The real part of the first solution with

H — 0, /1 7̂  0, has a maximum (minimum) at rm = ±q/A ( £ J; it grows from zero at r = 0 to

the maximum value of Xmax = —v=+r at rm, and then decays off to zero with increasing time.

Fig. 2 displays some components of the solution.

Exact behaviour of /1 and fi can only be determined with the help of the EOMs, remaining

co-ordinate conditions and boundary conditions. But some restrictions can be made with the co-

ordinate conditions at hand. If all other internal co-ordinates besides X° = t are only spacelike,

then our condition that 300 = —1 requires the corresponding CVs and /2's to be zero. However,

if at least one other internal co-ordinate is timelike, then it is possible to meet the #00 = — 1

condition even with non-zero C2S and /2's.



3 Conclusions

In this paper, some aspects of the interacting Einstein-Hilbert drop has been discussed. Com-

plexifying the internal co-ordinates to introduce gauge interaction makes it necessary to also

complexify the gauge potentials. The EOMs of the gauge fields are just the Maxwell equations.

Under vacuum domination, the EOM of the internal co-ordinates are similar to those of scalar

electrodynamics; under matter domination however, they assume the elliptic form.

Identifying the internal and world times results in a gauge condition that relates the time

with the energy density, the Einstein tensor and the gauge potential. For further simplification, a

constant curvature world spacetime is taken up for consideration in a normal gaussian co-ordinate

system; further, time co-ordinate is assumed real. These restrictions impose a zero pressure

condition. Then the problem simplifies greatly, and the gauge condition is solvable for the A0

component of the vector potential. The potential has simple poles at r = iq/A ( £ J and r = 0.

The pole at r = 0 occurs only in the imaginary part. With the r dependence of the potential in

hand, one can also solve for the time dependence of the internal co-ordinates. The real internal

co-ordinates without charge are just linear functions of r. The time dependence of the charged

internal co-ordinates is arbitrary upto two functions of the spatial world co-ordinates. Description

of the world spacetime in gaussian normal co-ordinates, and the consequent requirement that

goo — — 1 puts further restrictions on the spatial dependence of the solution.

The P = 0 condition is indeed an idealization. The total pressure consists of a constant

negative vacuum pressure and the positive matter pressure that depends on time. Requiring

P — 0 entails the equality of the magnitudes of the two pressures. This can occur only during

the matter-vacuum transition, so the solutions that have been determined are valid during such

epoch.
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Figure 1: The potential A0, Eq. (14), as function of time. The solid curve is the real part and
the dashed curve, the imaginary part. The charge q and the function A ( £ J have been set equal
to unity. So, the graph shows the time dependence of the potential at a particular worldspace
point. The imaginary part has a simple pole at r = 0, while the real part is regular there. For
completeness, the potential is displayed for negative T also.
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Figure 2: Time dependence of the various components of the solution of Eq. (11) for complex
X(r, £ ). In all, A( £ )has been set to unity. The solid curve for ReXl corresponds to the real
part of the solution f\ = 10 and fa = 0; it starts with zero at the origin, reaches a maximum and
then decays off to zero. The dashed curve, ReX2 is for / i = 0 and fa = 5; it also starts with
zero at the origin and then plateaus off. Re X2 has the same behaviour as ImXl except for the
sign. The dot-dashed curve, ImX2, is the imaginary part of the solution with f\ = 0, fa = 1; it
is singular at r —+ oo. The scaling was done to make the heights of all the curves approximately
equal.


